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ABSTRAeT 

The acidity of solutions containing both weak and strong con

stituents simultaneously are discussed and algorithms for their con

trol by feedback and feedforward are suggested. 

RESUMEN 

Se di scute la acidez de soluciones que poseen simultaneamente 

constituyentes débiles y fuertes, y se sugieren al goritmos para su 

control por retro alimentación y alimentación progresiva. 
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1 • INfROOOCflOO' 

Automatic control of acidity in industry followed closely to 

the development and implementation of controls for such physical 
process variables like temperature, pressure, flow, et c. Instruments 

for the continuous measurement of acidity through pH and for cont rol 

of the feed of chemical agents were made available and construction 

of control l oops was readily accomplished by simil ar methods. Howev

er, the pH control was often observed particularly difficul t , and 

combinations of conventional feedback and feedforward l oops and 

other cascaded controls are fairly generally applied , in order to 

reach more satisfactory results. 

Although the nonlinear dependence of the pH on the hydrogen ion 

concentration and the ] aws of formatioTl of these ions by dissocia

tion have long been known , the quantitat ive physical and chemical 

approach has on1y recently been applied to studies of cont ro l . Re 

lated rnodels have been used for s:iJrrulation [l J , and for studies of 

optimal control [2] and stability [3, 4]. 

More lately , practical linear feedback and f eedforward control 

algorithms were suggested by the present authors and applied t o the 

control of a continuous f l ow process in l aboratory [5 , 6J. These al 

gorithms are theoretically correct in the control of solutions of 

strong, fully dissociated acids and bases and in f eedforward cont rol 

of a weak , buf f ering ac id (base) with a strong , ful ly dissociated 

base (acid) . The present paper discusses t he acidity of solutions 

which contain bot h weak and strong const i t uents sirnultaneously , and 

suggests al gori thrns for thei r control by f eedback and feedforward. 

2. pH OF AQUEOUS SOLUTrONS 

Dissociatien of t he wat er (H 0) molecule te t he hydrogen (H + )
2 

and hydroxyl (O H- ) ions is a very fast arrd revers i ble process . The 
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dependence of the ion concentrations on each other is illlambiguously 

expressed by the value of the ion product K • 'I'he concentrations can w 
be used instead of the activities with a gocx1 accuracy especially 

for dliute solutions. Only isothennal systems shall be studied, and 

the value of the ion product at 25 DC is given below. 

(1) 

Dissolved acids produce H+ ions and bases OH- ions by dissociation . 

Since the 1iquid is electrically neutral , the Equation (2) which 

consists oí the concentrations of al1 üms present nrust be valid at 
any point. 

Kw , n Kb í eQ : e+ n K ,e , 
C+- e C\'''- IJ'\- \' aj aj o+ + B - A+ ,¿ + - ¿ + = (2) 

e .{..= 1 K + Kb ' e j =1 K . + ew.{.. o.j 

c+ c- . 
K • = aj (3) 

o.j C. 
o.j 

The first and 2nd tenn of Eq. (2) are the aboye concentrat ions C+ 

and e (1). A strong, i.e. fully dissociated base produces positive 

cations in a concentration which is equal to the total concentration 

of the base at the point under inspection (3rd tenn) , and a strong 

acid negative anions in a concentration equal to the total concen

trat i on of the acid (4th tenn). The concentration of the cation of a 

weak, i.e. partIy dissociated base is represented by a member of the 

5th tenn and the concentration of the anion of a weak acid by a mem

ber of the 6th term . The last two terms are easily derived with the 

aid of the dissociation equilibria (3) . Only chemicals showing a 

S1n2'Je stel'l of dissoc.iation under the process conditions are being 
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considered. 

The acídity of a solution is easily measured by means of a pH 

meter ar transmitter. This produces a vol tage which is linearly de

pendent on the pH value of the solution , but the dependence of the 

latter on concentration is high1y nonlinear. 

(4) 


3 . CONTROL OF pH IN SOLUTIONS OF STRONG ACrDS ANO BASES [s] 

Tf an1y strong acids and bases are present J the two last tenns 

in Equations (2) are eliminated. The two first tenns are equivalent 

to the difference of the concentrations of the H+ and OH- ions J and 

this difference depends linearly on the concentrations of the strong 

bases and acids, and linearly and unambiguously on their difference. 

In a continuous flow system, the concentration of a chemical at 

any point depends linearly on its concentration at the inlet point 

(5) . Thus the total process consisting of both the flow and mixing 

and the dissociation ís linear , if the concentratíon of a chemical 

at the feed is considered the input variable and the difference of 
+ 

the H and OH ion concentrations the output variable. 

(5) 

k = B lA, B.{. , aj 

Since pH, C+ , C+ - C- and CA - C depend unambiguously on each otherB 
(1\., "\ , 2), the measured pH value can be converted by c01írputation to 
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-
...
the corresponding value of e - e = e or of CA - C " Thus the outputS 
of the linear process can be detected by a pH measurement and subse

quent computational conversion. The variable e was brought as the 

input data to a standard linear control algoritlDn, in order to pro

duce a completely linear feedback control loop , Fig. 1 [5J • Since 

the set point is normally given as a pH value J tms must also be 

converted to the desired ion concentration difference e 1 before 
Jten 

the introduction to the loop. It is seen that the operation and sta

bility of the resulting loop are equivalent to the case of the pure 

pHr.t ¡:¡x'd 
non linear 
retati on1hip 

, 
etct linrar+0. controlter-e 

ale,
V 

°oCo 

.. linear flow 
& m"ing 
proces5 

e Fixed 
nentintar 
relations~ip 

pH 

r----------i 
le' tlHT Ony~rslon 

L -- 
H . I ., de~ect&on T 

I-1 
Linear mea;ufeme-nf 

Fig. 1. pH control with linear feedback loop; strong chernicals. 

concentration process in the same vessel, i.e. to the case of apure 

flow ond mixing in the absence of the dissociation r eactions. 

The described linear control was compared) theoretically and 

experimentally, with the conventional nonlinear control in which the 

control deviation is fom.ed as a difference of pH-valued quantities 

and fed into a linear contToller . The block diagram oE the latter 

contLol l oop is obtained if the conversions of the prUnary reference 

var i able and of the detect ed pH ar e left out in Fig. 1, and the cor

Ies\ll.,,;\d1n~ pH vaTiables brougnt direc.tly t o tne c.omparat.oT . lt. 

t\lmea out t'nat ffie ~ait\ OÍ t'ne con'1entional loop dec.Teases wit.h the 

http:c.omparat.oT
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increase of the control deviation resulting in a slow control and in 

a difficul ty to reach a satisfactory control for both large and 

small disturbances. 

If a feedforward control is based , without conversions, on the 

pH value measured in the feed pipe } and the controller ttmed for 

srnall disturbances, the results are almost worthless at large dis
turbances . When the aboye concentrations and concentration differ

ences are applied after appropriate conversions, the control is the

oretically correct , and the accuracy of the operation is limited 

substantially only by the finite accuracy of the meters and actu

ators [SJ. 

t . CONTROL OF pH IN SOLUfIONS OF WEAK ACIDS AND BASES 

lf the solution contains weak acids and bases) the equilibria 

(3) must be considered and members of the two last tenns jn Eq. (2) 

included in the rnodel as needed. A (v+Z)nd order polynomial results, 

where v is the number of weak onstituents. E.g. for the case of one 

\oJeak acid and one or more strong base this is (.¿ = O , j = 1 leA = O) : 

C+ 3 + (C +K lC+ 2 + (K C -K C -K )c+ - K K :: o (6)
B a aB aa. w aW 

lf the Equation (S) is written separately for the strong base B and 

weak acid a. , these equations together with Eq. (6) form a complete 

model of the systern. For the special case of a continuous flow 

stirred tank reactor the statc equations (7) can be written instead 

of the integrals (S) . 

(7) 
. 

== Q1 C131 - (q o + ql )CsC13 
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This rnodel (5, 7) was derived in Ref. [7J fer the case of acetic 
acid and soditml hydroxide. The aboye equations show that pH measure
ment alone is insufficient for an tmambiguous deseription of the 

state of the proeess. An inspection of the Eq. (2) shows that in 

this ease no sueh tmarnbiguous Metion of C+ exists which would de

pend linearly on the concentration of the control agent B. 
One reason to practical difficulties met in feedback control of 

liquids having a complex eomposition, by means of one pH rneasurement 

only , is obviously the nonlinear influence of the disturbanee vari 

able lC ). Hlgh value of Ca implies a low process gain dC+ /dC anda B 
vice versa. M1en e varies and infonnation of the variation is miss-

ex 
ing, the loop must be ttD1ed for, the worst case , and the control is 

less efficient under other conditions. 

An additional independent measurement of the concentration of a 

compmmd ay ion is needed for an accurate description of the state 

of the system. AH other concentrations can then easily be calcu

lated by means of the Eqs. (3, 6,4). 

TIle concentration of the cation of the strong base B which, for 

the complete dissociation, is equal to the total concentration of B 

will be considered in the following as an example oí such second 

measured vaTiable. A realization of the measurement lS achieved by 

means of an ion selective electrode. If e.g. a solution of potassium 

hydroxide is used for control , the K+ detecto followed by a linear 

amplifier provides the negative logaritlnn pK of CB . 

(8) 


If the raw feed stream is a solution of a weak acid , like acetic 

acid, a control algorithm based on two measurement s can now be con

structed (Fig. 2). The outputs pH and pK of the sensors are convert 

ed to C+ (4) and C (8) values (#1, #2, #3, #4). The total concen-B 
tration C of the weak acid is obtained by means of Eq. (6), (#5) . 

a. 
Tf e and the desired value c+ 1 (#6) of the acidity are now 

a. ~eo 
introduced in Eq. (6), that concentration C of the base can beBlte6 
c.alculatec. 'tin.ic:n. in tne ~TeSel\Ce oi tne o.istuTbanc.e e(). VJould ~Tocluc.e 
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the desired pH :: pH (87) . By introducing C as the set point ILe6 Blte6 
and Ca as the feedback to a linear controller (#8), a linear loop is 

obtained for the control of Ca by manipulation of the feed flow 

~el B of the base. (The changes of the control flow 2. are assumed. 
1 

small in regard to the total flow 20 +~) . The final controlled 

variable pH (U12) or C+ (111) depends cn the controlled loop output 

Cs (N9) and on the independent disturbance Ca at the process outlet 

(610) . The process pB is related only to the former output (#13). 

The control scheme seems to include two closed loops J but only 

one really exists . Tbe process block "11 yields C.,., with Ca and Ca 
us the i.'1puts , a."'ld assumi.?J.g c.')rrect me~sur~ents ~m¿ con:versi(h'l5 , 

the block #S with inputs C.;. and C reproduces the momentaty value ofs 
the disturbance variable C i~spective of the values of C.,. and CS. 

a . 
If the process model is considered complete and correct and any 

other disturbances absent, the outer loop is therefore equivalent to 

an open loop feedforward compensation of the disturbance. TIris com

pensation is completely linear ~ because the block #7 represents a 

linear dependence of eS 1 on C (6), al though the dependence on 
+ lLell a 

C~eó is nonlinear. 
Tne rernaining feedback loop is linear which makes the design oÍ 

the control function (#8) and the stability studies easy. A compari

son with the case of rige 1 sho\.¡s that the loop controls apure con

centration process~ viz. that of the strong base B, while being pre

ceded by an open loop disturbance compensation. 

Operation of the algorithrn was illustrated by simulation. TIte 

continuous flow system model l,¡as that of Fig. 3; the same rnodel was 

used earlier for simulation of pH control in solutions of strong ac

rige 3. Continuous flow system. 
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ids and bases [5]. !he liquid volumes of the vessels were set con.. 

stant. Q is the constant sample flow through the 3rd vessel (measur

ing chamber). Tbe valu~s of the parameters and the steady state 

values 	 (sub.. index~) of the variables are: C;.6 :r 10-12 mole/UJ:Jr.e 

/pH. /2), eo: =/O-~ mo!e/Wh.e /pH =4), IJ,/V6 • I IIIÚ!-1 , lJ.,./V6 = 
0.067 min-\ QJ/V :I 10 m.in-1

, V IV1 = O.25,Cf 1=C~ =C'" :C"'= 10-7 

q 	 « D ~~ ~ ~ .6 
rnole/Ut!t.e IpH -1) . The control flow was limited between O••• 0.1 

Litltr¡Jm.bl, and the inertia of the actuator was neglected. 
Fig. 4 shows the response under the described control , 'When pH 

F~--.;;.b____ 

7!--------.J 

. , 
in . J • 	 , , , . , . 

10 20 30 min 
TIME 

Fig. 4. 	 Sir.lUlated step responses of systems with proportional con
trol based on a) one measured pH value (nonlinear) , b) ar
rangement of Fig . 2. 

of the fccd strcJ.m (acetic acid solution) chang~s step\.¡ise from 4 to 

4.Z nt the time ~ = 10 mino The other step Tesponse in the same pic

t1Jrc h'étS obtained for the same disturbancc , \"hen the simulatíon ,.;as 

'o'lseG 0'0 tnc c.on'lenü,ona1. pH contTol by mean'.:. ot one pH me~surement 
e ~. '- t.ni'.:. im?l1.e<l t.he delet.l.on of oneonly . rOl he 'PToces5 Ol ~ ~g. 

http:delet.l.on
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measurement (blocks :1 and '3), and of the conversions ('4, 15, 16" 

17) J and the connection of the pH signa]. from block 12 anc1 of the 

primary reference pH e.6 to the comparator.
Jt

In both cases a proportional controller algorithm only was 
applied in order to illustrate better the basic behaviour of the 

system J and the contToller gain was set to 50\ of that at the sta

bility lDnit. The straightforward pH control results ID a greater 

permanent deviation than the control of Fig. 2 which corresponds te 

the simulated and experimental results in the case of stl'ong com

pounds [6J . The non"oscillating output of the nonlinear pH control 

corresponcls also now to a gain which decreases wi.th the distance 

from the !efer~nce valu~. 
The responses in Fig. S were obtained, 'When the proportional 

control \;aS expanded to proportional and integral control. and the 

pH 

10 
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6 

, , , , I • .,1" ••• 
¡ 

30 min2010 
TIME 

. ~ ~. nal and integral con
~. ~ cl'~ulaten ste~ ~~s~0nses Wltll P~O?O~~lO 
t 1&. ;). ,;) C"h\ 

trol. Cases 2) and b) of fi~. 4. 
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values of the parameters were chosen , by an eValuation of a set of 

simulated responses by eye. It is seen that the output of the pro

cess controlled by the concentration control returns to the refer

ence point faster than in the case of pH control which implies a 

greater deviation and a slower return. Oscillations at the reference 

point limit the selection of the parameter values in both cases. 

Another system in which the weak acid solution (C 1 1S con-
a 

trolled with a weak base (Cs instead of CS) was submitted to a Slffil

lar theoretical study. Al though the output relationship was now a 

4th order polynomial, a block diagram could be constructed which did 

not differ lTRlch of Fig. 2 . Also now the control could be based on 
one pH and one ion selective rneasurement, and it consisted, in prin

cipIe, of a linear feedback loop and of a linear open loop compensa

tion of the disturbance. 

A computer controlled continuous flow system was constructed in 

the authors' laboratory , in order to test algorithms for pH control 

in solutions of strong compmmds [5, 6J . 1t is now being provided 

with an independent second concentration measurement for tests with 

weak compotnlds. 

In feedforward control , the pH control of the Taw feed is mea

sured and used in control of the feed of another chernical agent . 

Since the control chernical is not contained in the process flow at 

the point of measurement, the recognition of the variables affecting 

the acidity is generally easier than in feedback control . 111e case 

of a weak acid solution as the raw feed stream and a stTong base 50

lution as the contTolling agent was studied, and a linear pH control 

a1gorithm was derived in tenns of concentrations of the constitu

ents. Experiment5 showed that the method worked nruch better than a 

control which, without conversions, was based on the measured pH on

ly [S]. 

Tf an ion selective measurement , together with a pH measure

ment, is located in the process feed channel , a mixed feed consis

ting of a weak and a strong compound can be analysed and the results 

used for feedforward control by means of a separate feed of a strong 

c.oTI\-pound , in oTdeT to Teacn the desiTed pH at the meeting -point of 
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the two feeds at the process inlet . The analysis procedure for C
B 

and C Ct is essentially the sarue as that by blocks #1.. . #S in Fig. 2 

reproducing, by rneans of pH4~Ó ' the required total concentratí on of 

the strong compound(s) (#7) . This concentrat ion is then produced by 

means oí an additional, controlled íeed oí the strong compound. The 

procedure can be extended to the case of a mixture oí a weak acid 

and a weak base as the raw feed, and one of the weak compotmds ar a 

strong compaund as the controlling agent. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

'!'he conventional feedback control of solutions of strong acids 

and bases is nonlinear, but by means of a suitable conversion of the 
rneasured pH value a theoretically correct feedback control with lin

ear closed loop can be established . An additional, independent con

centration rneasurement is needed in the case of weak compounds. By 

appropriate conversions and despite of the nonlinear output rela

tionship , the linear feedback loop results also in the latter case, 

augmented with a linear open loop compensation of t he disturbance 

variable. These resul ts are applicable to the control of processes 

with arbitrary flow patterns . 

By slinilar efforts , a linear feedfonvard control can be estab

lished for the same process and even for somewhat more complicated 

cases . Both control methods can be superimposed for the control of 

the system through th same actuator. While the described control 

rnethods are theoretically correct , it is expected that they can be 

applied, e.g. in the industry and environment, to control of liquids 

showing buffering effects which can be adequately modelled by weak 

compounds with suitably chosen values of the dissociation fact r. 
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L1ST OF 	 SYMBOLS 

H+ ion concentration 

e 	 OH- ion concentration 

concentration of strong acid 


concentration of strong base 


concentration of weak acid 


C concentration of weak base s 
Ca 	 concentration of undissociated acid 


concentration of undissoci ated base 
Cb 

e concentration of weak aníon 
a. 

concentration of weak cationCh 
+ 

C 	 = e - e 

9 (.tl 	 residence time distribution (weighting function) 

dissociation constant of weak (acetic) acid 

ion product of water 

Q 	 volumetric flow 

= ~/V (V volume l 

as subíndices of variables r efer to process feed andcon 
t rol , respectively 
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